Dream Sharing

Share your dreams with the world
Send your dream reports to others or save them for later. A small record and play system around your neck is notifying you
when you receive a dream. Works similar to Snapchat. You can only listen to the dreams once.

STEPS

1

Just after waking up, report your dream to a small device.

2

Add as many details as you can remember as soon as you stop talking the recording will be stopped.

3

During the day add elements that are related to your dreams or come to mind after your first recording.
Use your recording device as kind of a dream and day journal.

4

Send specific dreams to people related to your dreams, or share them strangers. Dreams will fade away after
one play, similar to Snapchat.

5

Play specific or random dream/day reports to yourself and reimagine your experience.

GOAL
How can we reflect on our dreams just after awakeing but as well during the day? Is a dream/day journal useful?
How can we share our dreams with other? How can we build collective stories?

Dream Sharing

„I dreamed about you last night.“
After you mentioned someone in your dream report, the person will feel a physical sensation or vibration on their arm.
A bracelet with vibrator will induce this stimulus. Similar to Facebook Poke.

STEPS

1

Record your dream report.

2

As soon as you mention someone in your dream, the person will receive a vibration on their device that tells the person
that someone dreamed about them last night..

GOAL
How can we connect dreamers around the world? What physical sensation makes sense to notify someone,
that someone else dreamed about him/her?

Dream Sharing

Share/receive dreams with/from strangers
A phone call is used to awake the dreamer. The dreamer tells the story of his dream to a completly stranger that is just going to bed and enter
his own dreamstate.

STEPS

1

Give your number to someone stranger and receive another number from a stranger.

2
3

Before going to bed call this stranger at a specific time that the stranger wants to wake up.

4

In the morning you wake up to a phone call.

5

Tell the person your dream and hang up.

The stranger will tell you about what (s)he dreamed. After that you start sleeping yourself and hopefully dream.

GOAL
What influence can dreams of ohter people have on your own dreams or perception? How is it to tell your dream
to a total stranger in person? How does it feel to wake up to a phone call?

